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The Art of Tweaking  
with Joan Tennille 

Julia Gregory 

This fall I was finally able to fulfill a 
long-desired goal – to take classes 
with Joan Tennille. It is a bit of a long 
drive for me to get to Beaverdam and I 
suspect I was “tricked” into going. My 
sister, Gaea, having had a knee 
replacement over the summer, was 
apprehensive about driving the 
distance alone. I agreed to be her 
driver. In the end, I drove only a small 
fraction of the miles we logged, but 
I’m forever grateful to have gone in 
any case.  
I cannot begin to provide an 
exhaustive account of the nearly 20 
hours of instruction we enjoyed, but 
I’ll give a brief overview and share a 
few of the most memorable quotes 
from the notes I took. We worked with 
the concepts and rule book at our 
elbows and videoed EVERYTHING … 
or tried to. Here I’ll insert an apology 
to Joan. I know that I’m about to write 
things that are incomplete or possibly 
just wrong! I feel certain that I didn’t 
grasp everything as you intended, but 
here’s my best effort today. In lieu of 
using footnotes, I’ll italicize material 
that comes directly from the notes 
provided for the classes. 

The first session covered inspiration 
and motivation. What is inspiration? It 
is a brilliant and timely idea 
stimulating an action. During the 
creation of a performance we employ 
creativity.  Creativity needs a 
motivating energy … intent. That intent 
must be specific. Then a balance must 
be established between technical 
accuracy and artistic expression. One 
can eclipse the other to the detriment 
of the performance. Once a 
performance is created it must be 
tweaked because artistry can only be 
tested in front of observers. Tweaking 
requires a knowledge of the team 
presenting, a trained eye, experience 
and wisdom. Notable quote: “Without 
intent there is no reason for people to 
watch you.” We tried out some of 
these ideas with a presentation 
heeling pattern. My revelations were 
that my dog doesn’t do “sobriety” as 
an intent and I don’t know how to 
walk sideways. Also, that there is 
great power in choosing the precise 
instant that my dog catches up with 
me in a recall to heel to begin to match 
his gait and travel in tandem with him. 
Some weeks later we returned to 
tackle “Building the Level III 
Presentation”. This began to feel more 
concrete to me as we reviewed the 
four technical skills trained in 
DogWork: execution of movement, 
artistry, choreography and a training 
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methodology to teach the dog and 
human partners to move as a single 
entity technically, artistically and 
creatively. See how all those first three 
things got wrapped up in a tidy 
package with a bow on it? In the 
course of this, some high points we 
touched on were training, expression 
of movement, enhancement and 
opening shapes. As always, there was 
lots, lots more, but my two favorite 
things that I took away to ponder 
were these. First, I finally understand 
why this is a sport and not an art 
(while it is saturated with artistry). 
It’s a sport because two individuals 
work together to reach a common 
goal. That makes them a TEAM and 
that’s what it takes to engage in a 
sport. Also … I have recently come to 
love and use the concepts as never 
before. I don’t know who Burrows 
is/was, but I love the quote from that 
person that Joan provided for us, “… a 
concept is a way to make a map when 
there is no map. The landscape is 
there but there is no plan or map just 
the freedom to choose how to go, 
where to go, what to say.” 
Now we really seemed to be building 
some momentum as we approached 
the third class on “Developing Phrases 
and Crafting Choreography”. We spent 
a lot of time in the performance space 
with our dogs, using a phrase that 
Joan had created as well as doing 
improvs.  I learned that a dressage-
like salute that I’ve always chosen to 
use in my honoring reduces its 
effectiveness as a way to prepare the 
spectators for the coming 
presentation as well as recognize and 
thank the judges for their efforts and 
role in the presentation. You’ll be 
seeing a simple head nod from me 
from now on! 

The last class; how did we get here so 
soon? While until now, it seemed that 
we were often focusing  on helping 
others with tweaking, now we really 
zeroed in on our own dogs, identifying 
an intent and using our experiments 
with augmentation and fragmentation 
to choreograph a series of phrases.  
Fragmentation and augmentation 
sound scary (and possibly inhumane) 
yet are tremendous fun for sparking 
creativity and building phrases with 
cohesion! Reversing! Now there’s an 
exercise in shape bending! Take your 
phrase and perform it backwards! No, 
don’t WALK backwards (at least not 
all the time), but reverse the order of 
movements and their directions on 
the floor. Tremendous fun to solve 
that puzzle! Still, all this fun circled us 
back around to the tweaking of 
presentations; this should be 
accomplished five to six weeks before 
presentation. Tweaking enables each 
team to finalize choreography and 
performance. A skilled tweaker makes 
sure that the team can: 

1. Artistically present their 

choreography 

2. Clarify their intents 

3. Fulfill the oneness of team 

4. Present with crafted shapes 

moving in and through, purpose 

and intent in the presentation 

space crisply and clearly relative to 

direction and location. 

5. Craft shapes that are balanced 

visually and dynamically to 

communicate “in an artistic and 

creative manner” 

6. Train and maintain choreography 

presentation and judgement. 

What an experience! Thank you, Joan! 
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Guild News 

Sirius Guild                 
Betty Swenson 

 
The main action within our guild the 
past couple of months has been the 
series of mini-seminars on 'tweaking' 
offered by Joan at her place on 
Beaverdam. Designed, I think, to be 
most pertinent for those teaching 
classes, these workshops have also 
been great for the students and judges 
who have attended. It has been 
inspiring to interact with colleagues 
from the North Carolina and 
Tennessee guilds, as well as Kristen 
from Minnesota, via Skype. 
We are wishing great success and best 
of luck to the North Carolina guild in 
their upcoming titling event! 

 
Back in the olden days, we used real 
flowers for the CFF competitions, & 
the 1st time I judged, back in 2001, I 
was given one of the potted mums to 
take home. I planted it, and here it is, 
15 years later!  
 

 
Bridget Telencio and Janet Dayton 

The North Coast was hopping this past 
summer between the Cavaliers and 
the Republican National Convention. 
Now we are looking forward to the 
Indians winning the World Series. GO 
TRIBE! After a very hot summer we 
are now enjoying a mild and beautiful 
fall.  
A beginner class just finished and we 
had an Evening of Sharing on October 
28th.  The newbies presented phrases 
and guild members routines.   
We are planning a titling for May 
2017. We are searching for music and 
thinking of new choreography.  A 
couple of fundraisers are being 
planned.   Come and join us here on 
the North Coast in May. 
Leila and Janet met with other 
instructors in Cincinnati in October. A 
demo was presented and then a 
master class led by Kristin. It was a 
fun, exciting, and exhausting day. 
We wish everyone a safe and happy 
holiday season.  
 

First Florida 
Freestylers Guild 

Amy Reinhart 
As we look forward to the 
holidays we continue to train on 
various days and at various levels.  Many of us 
meet weekly, while other Guild members meet 
bi-monthly.  With the holidays fast approaching 
we only have a couple of weeks left in this year 
to work on our technical skills, improvisational 
skills, etc. and come January it will be time to 
concentrate on our routines. 
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We will be hosting our 3rd Canine Federation 
Freestyle Title event in Cocoa, Florida on March 
18 & 19, 2017.  We are excited to have this 
opportunity and are busy planning all the 
details.  We are grateful that Canine Star 
Training Academy is allowing us to use their 
training facility again this year. 
Wishing everyone a Happy Thanksgiving, a 
Merry Christmas and Happy Holidays.  May 
everyone have safe travels and a wonderful rest 
of the year.  Here’s to fabulous DogWork in 
2017!!! 

 

North Star Notes 

 
Kate An Hunter 

Summer has been a busy time for our 
Guild. We took a break from meetings 
and will resume in November. Jeanine 
and Kristin took a road trip to 
Cincinnati Ohio for a Master Class and 
a Canine Freestyle DogWork demo at 
Queen City Dog Obedience Club.  The 
facility was amazing.  It was large 
enough to hold 4 or more Canine 
Freestyle 40 x 50 spaces and no 
poles!  We had a great turnout for the 
Master Class and a small but 
enthusiastic audience for the 
demo.  Hopefully this will lead to a 
seminar in that area. Kristin attended 
Joan's mini series and it was fantastic. 
Kate An taught an Intro to Canine 
Freestyle DogWork class and will be 
adding some of the students to the 
guild.  Jeanine and Iko have added a 
new small pup to their household, a 
cute mixed breed named Kady. Curry 
has 3 pet rats who will help with 
training for Barn Hunt.  We are 
already making plans for competition 
next spring. 

Carolina Canine Freestyle Guild 
Gaea Mitchel 

 
The guild has spent the last several 
months finalizing dozens of details for 
the November Titling Event. It’s a busy 
time, but so exciting to look forward 
to seeing friends old and new. And the 
prospect of sharing the DogWork to be 
presented has sent a special thrill 
through the group.  Our entries 
include a number of Trish Koontz’s 
students from her new classes, and we 
are excited to see them in action. 
News Flash!!! Unprecedented Tie!!! 
It has never happened before, but in 
Winston Salem, on November 6th, 
Judith Arnold’s Rabows Interstellar 
(Stella-new CFF II) and Shari Bryant’s 
Siendo’s New Hope River (Jace-new 
Level III) tied for both High Total 
Score and High Artistic Score. 
Congratulations to you both! 
 

 
Shari Bryant and Judith Arnold 

Tied for top honors 
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Canine Freestyle Federation  

Carolina Canine Freestyle Guild 

Titling Events 

Saturday November 5, 2016 

 

Level II  

 

First Place  Judith Arnold’s 

Dachshund Rabows Interstellar 

earned a Level II Patch and a NEW 

TITLE 

Second Place  Robin Tower’s Mixed 

Breed Gary’s Kate earned a Level II 

Patch and a NEW TITLE 

Third Place Vanna Condax’s Border 

Collie Darwyn earned a Level II Patch 

and a NEW TITLE 

Fourth Place Maijalisa Burkert’s 

Border Collie Gustaf Olaf Burkert 

earned a Level II Patch and a NEW  

                    TITLE 

Fifth Place Beryl Parks’ Pembroke 

Welsh Corgi Triple H Flash Simply 

@ Knight earned a Level II Patch  

                    and a NEW TITLE 
 

Level IIB 

First Place Level Barbara Long’s 

Gordon Setter Albannach’s Almost 

Famous CFF I earned a Level II 

                   Patch 
 

IIB FEO 

Shari Bryant’s Silken Windhound 

Siendo’s New Hope River CFF II 
 

Level III 

First Place Gaea Mitchel’s Rottweiler 

Chubasco Lyra Fianna earned a Level 

III Patch and a NEW TITLE 

 

 

Carolina Canine Freestyle Guild 

Award 

(Highest scoring first time entered) 

Judith Arnold’s Dachshund Rabows 

Interstellar  
 

Highest Artistic Score 

Robin Tower’s Mixed Breed Gary’s 

Kate 
 

Sally Kirschenman Award 

Judith Arnold’s Dachshund Rabows 

Interstellar  
 

IN THE MOMENT 
Pass/Fail class 

Single Dog Division  
Pass   Judith Arnold’s Dachshund 

Rabows Interstellar  

Pass   Shari Bryant’s Silken 

Windhound Sienda’s  New Hope 

River  

Pass   Laurie  Sue Bakay’s American 

Cocker Spaniel Lonnie 

Pass   Maijaliisa Burkert’s Border 

Collie Gustaf Olaf Burkert 

Pass   Betty Swenson’s Border 

Collie Vickie 

Pass   Gaea Mitchel’s Cavalier King 

Charles Spaniel Rainbow The Babe 

At Fianna 

Pass   Laurie Herbst’s Aussie 
Doodle Ellie Mae 
 

Brace Division 

Pass     Barbara Long’s Gordon 

Setters Albannach’s Almost Famous 

and Stonemist Time Is On My Side 
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Sunday November 6, 2016 

 

Level II  

 

First Place  Judith Arnold’s 

Dachshund Rabows Interstellar 

Second Place  Robin Tower’s Mixed 

Breed  Gary’s Kate 

Third Place Donna Manders’ 

Norwegian Buhund Trollheimen’s 

Norse Ari earned a Level II Patch  

                    and a NEW TITLE 

Fourth Place Maijaliisa Burkert’s 

Border Collie Gustaf Olaf Burkert 

Fifth Place Laurie Sue Bakay’s 

American Cocker Spaniel Lonnie 

earned a Level II Patch  

                    and a NEW TITLE 

 

Level IIB 

First Place Barbara Long’s Gordon 

Setter Albannach’s Almost Famous 

CFF I earned a NEW TITLE 

 

Level III 

First Place Shari Bryant’s Silken 

Windhound Siendo’s New Hope 

River CFF II earned a Level III Patch  

                    and a NEW TITLE 

Second Place Gaea Mitchel’s 

Rottweiler Chubasco Lyra Fianna 

 

 

Carolina Canine Freestyle Guild 

Award 

(Highest scoring first time entered) 

 Judith Arnold’s Dachshund Rabows 

Interstellar  
 

 

 

 

 

Highest Artistic Score (TIED) 

Judith Arnold’s Dachshund Rabows 

Interstellar  

Shari Bryant’s Silken Windhound 

Siendo’s New Hope River 

 

Sally Kirschenman Award (TIED) 

Judith Arnold’s Dachshund Rabows 

Interstellar  

Shari Bryant’s Silken Windhound 
Siendo’s New Hope River 

 

The event was held at the Winston-

Salem Dog Training Club in Winston-

Salem, NC. The judges were Brenda 

Jameson, Kristin Sicotte, Betty 

Swenson and Joan Tennille   A huge 

thank you goes out all the members 

of the Carolina Freestyle Guild and 

others who helped put on this event. 

 

Retreat 2017 
 
It is with regret, and with the greatest 
appreciation for the efforts of Kristin 
Sicotte and Kate An Hunter, that the 
Board of Directors has cancelled 
Retreat 2017. Despite their best 
efforts, there was not enough interest 
in the event even to field a staff of 
instructors. We have lost the chance to 
share together, to invigorate each 
other and to infuse in each other the 
creative energy so vital to our sport. 
Without a sufficient base of interested 
members we have lost the 
opportunity to open new areas to dog 
fanciers who might have helped the 
Federation grow. It is a sad loss. 
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Canine Freestyle Federation, Inc. Annual Election 
 

No additional nominations were received to the slate presented in the August 2016 
newsletter. The constitution and By-Laws read “The election shall be by mail ballot 
rom among those nominated.” Please take the time to mark your ballot and return it 
by December 31, 2016. You must use the original ballot below with your mailing 
label on the reverse side. Households with multiple members may duplicate the 
ballot as necessary but must include the original ballot with the mailing label.  
 
Please mail ballots to the Secretary: 

Ann Holder, 945 Indian River Drive, Cocoa, FL 32922 
 

Vice-President (Events)_________ Michelle Meloy 
 

Director (Communications)__________ Amy Reinhart 
 

Director (Education)_________Joan Tennille  
 

Director (Guilds)__________ Betty Swenson 
 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
 2017 CFF Annual Dues Notice 

Dues are $25.00. Please renew today! 
If you subscribed to the Learning Center  that renewal of $ 35 is also due for a 

total of $ 60.  
 

(Membership is on a calendar year basis. Unless you joined after October 1, 2016 or 
are a life member, your membership is scheduled to expire on December 31, 2016.) 

 

Name(s)_________________________________________________ 
 
Address_________________________________________________ 
 

 

Telephone___________________    E-mail_____________________ 
 

Please make checks payable to CFF, Inc. and mail to the Membership Chair: 
Janet Dayton, 818 Marshall Dr., Painesville OH 44077 

 or use Pay Pal on the website at http://www.canine-freestyle.org/store/cart/page3/ and click  
on Yearly member renewal for 2017 
 
In May 1998 CFF filed an Application for Recognition of Exemption under 501(c) of 
the Internal Revenue Code with the IRS. The IRS granted CFF’s request in 1999 as as 

exempt from federal income taxes. CFF dues are not deductible for federal income tax 

purposes as a charitable contribution.  
  
 

http://www.canine-freestyle.org/store/cart/page3/
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Paws to Dance 
c/o Gaea Mitchel 
489 Dulcimer Ln 
Waynesville NC 28786 
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Coming Events 
 

Titling Event Cocoa, FL, March 18-19, 2017 
There’s still time to plan a presentation for this lovely Titling event in sunny Florida! 

Federation Board of Directors 
 
President  Vice President  Secretary  Treasurer  Membership 
Brenda Jameson  Susan Colledge  Ann Holder  Carl Tennille  Janet Dayton 
4300 Morning Place  3750 Midland Dr #131 945 Indian River Dr  14430 Overlook Ridge Ln 818 Marshall Dr 
Sarasota FL 34231  Roy UT 84607  Cocoa FL 32922  Beaverdam VA 23015 Painesville OH 44077 
heypresto@verizon.net scolledge@digis.net  rxdogs@aol.com  ctennille@aol.com  jadayton@oh.rr.com 

 
Education   Judges   Guilds   Communications 
Joan Tennille   Kristin Sicotte  position open  position open 
14430 Overlook Ridge Ln  2705 Briar Ct SW  pending election  pending election 
Beaverdam VA 23015  Rochester MN 55902   
ctennille@aol.com   kdammen@yahoo.com    
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